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a b s t r a c t
Statistical appearance models have recently been introduced in bone mechanics to investigate bone
geometry and mechanical properties in population studies. The establishment of accurate anatomical
correspondences is a critical aspect for the construction of reliable models. Depending on the representation of a bone as an image or a mesh, correspondences are detected using image registration or
mesh morphing. The objective of this study was to compare image-based and mesh-based statistical
appearance models of the femur for ﬁnite element (FE) simulations. To this aim, (i) we compared correspondence detection methods on bone surface and in bone volume; (ii) we created an image-based and a
mesh-based statistical appearance models from 130 images, which we validated using compactness, representation and generalization, and we analyzed the FE results on 50 recreated bones vs. original bones;
(iii) we created 1000 new instances, and we compared the quality of the FE meshes. Results showed
that the image-based approach was more accurate in volume correspondence detection and quality of FE
meshes, whereas the mesh-based approach was more accurate for surface correspondence detection and
model compactness. Based on our results, we recommend the use of image-based statistical appearance
models for FE simulations of the femur.
Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IPEM.

1. Introduction
Statistical shape models provide a compact and efﬁcient
description of shape variability within a dataset. They were
introduced by Cootes and Taylor in 1995 [1], and since then, they
have gained remarkable popularity. In the medical image analysis ﬁeld, statistical shape models have been used to study shapes
of human anatomy [2–6] and morphological changes due to various pathologies and trauma [7–9]. Moreover, these models have
been applied to image segmentation [1,10,11], 2D/3D reconstruction [12–15] and prediction of anatomical shapes from sparse data
[16–20]. The statistical core of shape models is principal component
analysis (PCA) [21], which is calculated on corresponding land-
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marks derived from the dataset objects. The outputs of the model
are parameters and modes of variation, which can be used to investigate the variability around the mean within a dataset and to create
new plausible instances [1].
Statistical appearance models represent a natural extension
of statistical shape models, as they describe the variability of
shapes combined with image intensities [22]. This combination is
particularly relevant in bone mechanics, where computed tomography (CT) intensities are related to bone mechanical properties
[23–25]. In calibrated CT images, intensities correspond to bone
mineral density [26], which in turn relates to the Young’s modulus
through empirical relationships [25]. Bone geometry and material
properties can be extracted from CT images and used for ﬁnite
element (FE) simulations to assess bone quality and strength
[23,27]. Commonly, FE simulations are performed on a small
amount of samples due to the difﬁculty in retrieving data and in
creating FE models, thereby limiting the generalization of ﬁndings
to larger populations. Whereas a fast creation of FE models could
be achieved with technical development, the collection of large
homogeneous datasets is still challenging. Statistical appearance
models represent a possible solution as they allow the creation of
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realistic instances, suitable for population-based studies. Moreover, the parametric description of the instances allows statistical
control on shape and material property variations. For these reasons, statistical appearance models have recently been combined
with FE simulations to predict bone strength [28,29] and fracture
risk [9,30].
The most challenging requirement for the creation of statistical models is to establish accurate correspondences among similar
features of dataset objects. For statistical appearance models, correspondences have to be accurate, not only on the surface but
also in the volume. Two different approaches have been proposed
for the creation of bone models, based on different representations of bone: image-based and mesh-based. In image-based
approaches, bones are represented as volumetric images [9,28,31],
thus voxels contain information of both shape and intensity. Correspondences among images are detected using image registration
algorithms, like free-form deformation [32] and demons [33]. In
the mesh-based approach, bones are represented as volumetric
meshes [7,29], therefore mesh nodes contain information of shape
and the intensities are associated with each node. Correspondences
among meshes are established using mesh morphing techniques
[30,34,35]. Both approaches have advantages and drawbacks. In the
image-based approach, registration allows dense anatomical correspondence among the dataset objects. However, new instances
can be generated only with invertible deformation vector ﬁelds,
and they have to be meshed individually, creating difﬁculties
when comparing mechanical results. In the mesh-based approach,
morphing provides FE meshes that are directly suitable for FE calculations and that have corresponding elements. However, the
variation of node positions to guarantee valid mesh elements could
limit the accuracy of correspondences.
In this study, we aim to compare statistical appearance models created with one image-based and one mesh-based approach
and to evaluate their implications for ﬁnite element simulations.
We compare (i) the performances of two approaches for correspondence detection algorithms, image registration and mesh
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morphing; (ii) the quality of statistical appearance models created with the two approaches and their implications for FE results
obtained from reconstructed bones vs. original bones; (iii) the quality of the FE meshes created for new instances.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Subject data
A total of 155 left femur CT images were used in this study.
Among the subjects, 70 were male and 85 female (age = 62 ± 16
years, height = 166 ± 7 cm, weight = 71 ± 16 kg), 124 were Caucasian, 28 were Asian and 3 were African. The resolution of the
CT images was between 0.61 × 0.61 mm and 1.17 × 1.17 mm, with
a slice thickness of 1 mm. Data acquisition was fully anonymized
and controlled by a governmental data protection agency (DatenschutzbeauftragterStadt Bremen, Bremen, Germany).
From the 155 images, we randomly selected 130 images to
calculate the statistical appearance models, and we used the
remaining 25 images to validate the model.
2.2. Creation of statistical appearance models
We computed two statistical appearance models: one imagebased and one mesh-based. For the image-based case, we
considered bones as volumetric images, and we constructed the
model using image voxels. For the mesh-based case, we considered bones as volumetric meshes, and we computed the model
using mesh node positions and corresponding intensities at the
nodes. We implemented the two approaches following the scheme
depicted in Fig. 1. For both the image-based and the mesh-based
approaches, we established bone anatomical correspondences
(Step 1), built a statistical appearance model (Step 2) and created
new instances (Step 3). For each step, we validated and compared
the performances of the two approaches. We performed all computation using VTK 5.6.1 (Visualization Toolkit, Kitware), ITK 3.20.0

Fig. 1. Creation and evaluation of statistical appearance models using an image-based and a mesh-based approach. The models were created in three steps. Step 1 is the
detection of corresponding anatomical landmarks, Step 2 is the creation of the statistical appearance models, and Step 3 is the generation of new instances. For each step, we
validated the model, and for the last two steps, we compared the FE performances. For Step 1, we evaluated the accuracy of the correspondences on the bone surface using
the Hausdorff distance and in the bone volume using overlapping metrics. For Step 2, we validated the models using compactness, representation and generalization, and
we evaluated the FE results on the original bone vs. reconstructed bones. For Step 3, we evaluated the quality of the created meshes using Jacobian, edge ratio and minimum
angle.
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Fig. 2. Landmarks for the mesh morphing selected in (a) femoral head (1 = fovea; 2 = posterior lateral femoral neck: 3 = greater trochanter; 4 = lesser trochanter), and in
(b) anterior and (c) posterior femoral condyles (5 = lateral epicondyle; 6 = medial epicondyle; 7 = patellar surface of femur; 8 = intercondyle; 9 = lateral condyle; 10 = medial
condyle).

(Insight Toolkit, Kitware) and Matlab 2012 (Matlab, Natick, MA,
USA).
2.2.1. Image preprocessing
For both image- and mesh-based models, we segmented the
femurs semi-automatically on the original CT images using Amira
(Amira 4, Visage Imaging Inc., USA). For each femur, we labeled
cortical bone, cancellous bone and bone marrow to validate the
accuracy of correspondence detection (see Section 2.3.1).
2.2.2. Correspondence detection (Step 1)
For both approaches, the anatomical correspondences were
established with respect to the same reference bone, selected
through an iterative registration process [36]. First, we randomly
selected one bone as the reference, and we registered all the
other bones to the selected bone, using the Log-Demon algorithm
described in the next paragraph. Then, we calculated the average
transformation, and we selected the closest transformation to the
average; we repeated this step until convergence. Finally, we identiﬁed the bone whose transformation was the closest to the average
as the reference.
In the image-based approach, we calculated anatomical correspondences through image registration. Among all the registration
algorithms available, we chose the Log-Demons because the resulting deformation vector ﬁelds (DVF) are invertible [37], which is
an essential characteristic for the creation of new instances (Step
3). Invertibility comes from parameterizing DVFs with stationary velocity ﬁelds, which constitute the core of the computation.
We regularized the Log-Demons with a femur-speciﬁc polyafﬁne
model to properly capture the main anatomical features, namely
the femoral head, shaft and condyles [38].
In the mesh-based approach, we computed feature correspondences using the mesh morphing algorithm developed by Boichon
et al. [39]. In this algorithm, a FE volume mesh is created for the
reference bone and mapped to the moving bone geometry, represented by a surface mesh. The mapping is guided by landmarks that
are manually selected at corresponding anatomical features (Fig. 2).
The result of the morphing is a volume mesh with the same number
of elements as the reference volume mesh and with corresponding
node positions. To obtain elements valid for FE simulations, node
positions are regularized using the Laplacian operator. We created
the surface meshes for the moving bones using the marching cube
algorithm [40], and we enhanced the generated surface meshes
using MRFSurface [41]. For the reference bone, we computed the
volume mesh from the surface mesh using NETGEN [42]. The

volume mesh was composed of approximately 125000 quadratic
tetrahedrons to guarantee the mesh reﬁnement for FE simulations
[43,47]. After the morphing, we aligned the FE meshes using the
Procrustes algorithm [44] to calculate the statistical appearance
model.
2.2.3. Statistical appearance model (Step 2)
The statistical appearance models were computed as a combination of the statistical shape model and statistical intensity model
[22] (for the complete mathematical formulation, refer to the technical report by Cootes and Taylor [45]).
The statistical shape model deﬁnes the variability of the shapes
within a dataset [1]. In the image-based approach, we computed
the statistical shape model as a statistical deformation model [46],
calculating PCA on the stationary velocity ﬁelds from registration.
In the mesh-based approach, we calculated the statistical shape
model on the nodal coordinates of the FE mesh.
The statistical intensity model describes the variability of intensities within a dataset [22]. In the image-based approach, we
calculated the statistical intensity model on CT images of the
dataset warped to the reference bone in order to have direct correspondence among intensities. In the mesh-based approach, we
computed the model on the intensity values assigned to the FE
mesh nodes. For each node, we extracted the intensities from the
corresponding segmented images at the node locations, and we linearly interpolated within a neighborhood of 8 voxels. For the nodes
on the bone surface, we corrected the corresponding segmented
images for the partial volume effect [47], which would have underestimated the mechanical properties. We eroded the outer cortical
bone layer to delete the partial volume effect area, and we dilated
the adjacent inner bone layer to rebuild the eroded region.
Finally, the statistical appearance model describes the combined
variation of shape and intensity within the images of a dataset.
The statistical shape model and the statistical intensity model are
combined and weighted accordingly to their respective parameters
(eigenvalues). Because of the linearity of the models, we calculated
the PCA directly on the combined parameters [22].
2.2.4. Generation of new instances (Step 3)
Statistical models allow the creation of new instances within the
range of variability of the original dataset [22]. Each instance is computed as a variation from the average object through a weighted
linear combination of the PCA model [45]. The plausibility of the
instances is assured by the variation of the parameters within a
multivariate Gaussian distribution. In this study, we sampled the
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parameter weights using the Latin hypercube algorithm, which
covers the entire parameter space.
In the image-based approach, we assigned the new intensities
to the reference bone shape, and then we warped these new intensities in the reference shape to the corresponding new bone shape
using inverted DVF. In the mesh-based approach, we assigned the
new intensities directly to the corresponding new node coordinates.
2.3. Validation and comparison
For each step of the pipeline, we validated the procedure of the
image-based approach vs. the mesh-based approach. For calculation of statistical models and generation of new instances (Steps 2
and 3, respectively), we also compared the implications for ﬁnite
element simulations. Finally, we analyzed the difference of the two
approaches in terms of computational costs.
2.3.1. Correspondence detection (Step 1)
We validated the image registration and mesh morphing processes on both bone surface and bone volume. On bone surface, we
calculated the Hausdorff distances between the original surface and
the surface obtained after non-rigid deformation. We calculated the
distance bi-directionally, and we considered the highest distance
to highlight the potential failures of the correspondence detection
techniques. In the bone volume, we quantiﬁed the overlap of the
transformed bone to the reference bone, considering cortical tissue,
cancellous tissue, and marrow. For the image-based approach, we
used the Dice coefﬁcient [48], whereas for the mesh-based pipeline,
we considered the number of nodes in the regions.
2.3.2. Statistical appearance model and FE simulations (Step 2)
We evaluated the statistical appearance models using the three
criteria recommended by Davis et al. [49]: compactness, representation and generalization. Compactness evaluates the ability of
the model at describing the dataset with the fewest number of
parameters, and it is calculated as the accumulation of the normalized PCA variance. Representation is the capacity of the model
to recreate objects that are part of the training dataset. Generalization is the ability of the model at generating instances that
are not part of the original dataset. Therefore, we recreated 25
femurs randomly selected from the original dataset to test the
model representation, and 25 bones were excluded from the original dataset to evaluate the model generalization. For each of the
three metrics, shapes and intensities of femurs were generated
starting from the ﬁrst mode (i.e. PCA eigenvector) and adding 10
modes for each recalculation, until the total amount of modes was
reached.
To evaluate the implication of statistical appearance models on
FE simulations, we compared the FE results of bones reconstructed
for representation and generalization against the FE results of the
corresponding bones in the original dataset. In previous studies,
where authors analyzed ability of mesh-based models at predicting mechanical behavior, original bones were conceived as the
volumetric meshes used to calculate PCA [29,30]. In image-based
approaches, original bone shape could be represented by deformation ﬁelds, and original bone intensities can be conceived as the
intensities warped to the reference, because deformation ﬁelds and
warped intensities are used to calculate PCA. In our study it would
be impossible to compare FE results from the two approaches
using the previous criteria, because original bones are represented
differently in the two cases, i.e. as meshes and images. To have
unique original bones to compare with our FE results, we chose
to use the original segmented CT images. As reconstructed bones,
we used instances generated by the two models utilizing all the
modes, both for the image-based approach and the mesh-based
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approach. For the original bones and the image-based reconstructed bones, we created FE meshes with a process similar to the
creation of the reference bone in mesh morphing: we extracted
the bone surface with the marching cube algorithm, enhanced
the mesh with MRFSurface and created the volumetric mesh
with NETGEN. For mesh-based reconstructed bones, FE meshes
were already available as the result of mesh morphing. As for the
reference bone, volume meshes were composed of approximately
125,000 quadratic tetrahedrons, to fulﬁl the criteria from literature
[43,47] (average number of mesh elements: 125,924; average
edge length: 3.5 mm). For each bone, we deﬁned physiological
boundary conditions as proposed by Speirs et al. [51], and we
applied a force of 1000 N, directed from the femoral head to the
intercondyle region [50] (Fig. 3(a)). Forces and boundary conditions
were applied at corresponding anatomical positions, which were
detected through DVF for the image-based bones and through
node correspondence for the mesh-based bones. We calculated
material properties from image intensities, as proposed by Schileo
et al. [24] (Fig. 3(b)). We performed a linear pseudo-calibration to
account for non-calibrated images. We converted image intensities
to bone ash density (range from 0.10 g/cm3 to 1.08 g/cm3 [23]),
and then converted ash density to apparent density using a ratio
of 0.60 to include the organic part of the bone [52,53]. Finally, we
calculated the Young’s modulus using the femur-speciﬁc equation
proposed by Morgan et al. [54]: E = 6.850app 1.49 , where app is the
apparent density. On the bone surface, we corrected the partial
volume effect using the same procedure described in Section
2.2.3. We assumed a Poisson ratio of 0.3 [55]. The simulations
were run in Abaqus 6.10 (Simulia, Providence, USA), solving at
nodes where the Young’s modulus was associated to temperature
through a linear relationship [47]. To evaluate model performances
in FE, we compared nodal principal strains of the original bones
against nodal principal strains of bones reconstructed with the
two models. For each bone, we interpolated the principal strains of
the reconstructed bone at the nodes of the original bone, and we
analyzed their correlation. In addition, we compared maximum
principal strains at the femoral neck (Fig. 3(c)). On the reference
bone, we manually selected two points (Fig. 3(c) (top)), and then
we propagated the two points to each bone. For the original bones
and the bones reconstructed with the image-based approach, we
propagated the two points using deformation vector ﬁelds; for the
bones reconstructed with the mesh-based approach, we mapped
the two points through mesh correspondence. For each bone, we
averaged strains from 4 concentric rings of elements extracted
from the two points in the femoral neck (Fig. 3(c) (bottom)).

2.3.3. Generation of new instances (Step 3)
The plausibility of the instances generated with the two
approaches was guaranteed statistically by the Gaussian distribution of the parameters [22]. Thus, we evaluated the new instances
only in terms of quality of the FE meshes. For the image-based
approach, we transformed the created images to FE meshes with
the procedure used to mesh the reference bone for the morphing
(see Section 2.2.2). For the mesh-based approach, the new instances
were created as volumetric meshes directly suitable for the evaluation. We analyzed the quality of the mesh elements using three
criteria: Jacobian, edge ratio and minimum angle. The Jacobian
is a measure of volume. When negative, it represents a strongly
distorted element, inappropriate for ﬁnite element calculations,
whereas when positive, the Jacobian guarantees element suitability for FE calculations. The edge ratio is a measure of size, and it was
computed as the ratio between the longest and the shortest edge
of each element. Finally, the minimum angle is a measure of shape,
and it was calculated as the smallest angle between two sides of
each element.
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Fig. 3. Boundary conditions, distribution of mechanical properties for FE simulations and calculation of neck strains. (a) Boundary conditions. In the femoral head, the node P1
was constrained in two translational degrees of freedom (DOFs) to allow deﬂection toward the center of the knee. In the lateral epicondyle, the node P2 was constrained with
one DOF to prevent the rotation of the bone around its axis. In the intercondyle area, the node P3 was constrained in three DOFs to represent the knee joint. (b) Assignment
of mechanical properties to mesh nodes. The partial volume effect was corrected in the periosteal region of the cortical bone. (c) Calculation of strains at the femoral neck.
The two points propagated to each bone and used to deﬁne the volume of interest (top) and map of strains in the neck region (bottom).

3. Results
3.1. Correspondence detection (Step 1)
The mesh-based approach performed better on the bone surface,
with an average Hausdorff distance less than 3 mm, about the half of
the distance for the image-based approach (about 5.1 ± 1.17 mm)
(Table 1(a)). The image-based approach had better results in the
bone volume, where the amount of volume overlap was from 10%
to 20% better than for the mesh-based approach (Table 1(b)).
3.2. Statistical appearance models and FEM simulations (Step 2)
The statistical appearance model generated with the meshbased approach had a greater compactness than the model created
with the image-based approach (Fig. 4(a)). The compactness difference spanned from 6% to 15% in the ﬁrst 60 modes, before
converging. For the representation, the mesh-based approach had
better performance when recreating bone shapes, whereas the
Table 1
Evaluation of correspondence detection (a) on bone surface and (b) in bone volume.
(a)
Surface Metric

Image-based
approach

Mesh-based
approach

Hausdorff distance [mm]

5.10 ± 1.17

2.71 ± 1.21

(b)
Volume metrics

Image-based
approach

Mesh-based
approach

Cortical bone overlapping [%]
Trabecular bone overlapping [%]
Marrow overlapping [%]

85.42 ± 7.90
85.64 ± 9.14
79.24 ± 10.34

65.67 ± 6.02
73.29 ± 11.15
75.29 ± 15.11

image-based approach had better results at reconstructing original intensities (Fig. 4(b)). At the ﬁrst mode, the reconstruction
error for shapes was less than 2 mm for the mesh-based model and
more than 5 mm for the image-based model, whereas for intensities the error was 7% for the mesh-based approach and 0.3% for the
image-based approach. For the generalization, the two approaches
performed similarly to the representation (Fig. 4(c)). In both cases,
they reached a plateau of performances at mode 40, where the
reconstruction error for shapes was about 1 mm for the mesh-based
model and less than 2 mm for the image-based model. The error was
4% (80 HU) for the intensities with the mesh-based model, while the
image-based model had a constant low error of 0.3% (6 HU).
In FE simulations, the image-based approach showed better
performance than the mesh-based approach. A total of 14 meshes
from the representation and 2 meshes from the generalization created with the mesh-based approach had 1 to 4 elements with a
null or negative Jacobian, therefore they could not be used for
FE calculations (Table 3). The image-based and the mesh-based
approaches predicted similar principal strains of original bones
(Fig. 5). Values of R2 were slightly higher for the image-based
method (maxR2 = 0.98, minR2 = 0.92) than for the mesh-based

Table 2
Computational costs for the calculation of the statistical models and the creation
of one new instance. In the image-based approach, the time for computing a new
instance refers to both the creation of a new image and the transformation to a FE
mesh.
Process

Image-based approach

Mesh-based approach

Shape PCA
Intensity PCA
Combined PCA
New instance

4.2 ha
1.2 ha
5 hb
6 minb

11 minb
2 minb
1 minb
10 sb

a
b

Processor: Intel Xeon CPU, X5550@2.67 GHz. RAM: 48 GB.
Processor: Intel Core Duo, E8500@3.16 GHz. RAM: 8 GB.
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Accumulated
Variance [%]

Compactness
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
1

Image-based
Mesh-based

1

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

Number of modes
(a)

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Shape

1

Recon. Error [HU]

Recon. Error [mm]

Representaon

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Intensity

1

(b)

Number of modes

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

Number of modes

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Shape

1

Recon. Error [HU]

Recon. Error [mm]

Generalizaon

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

Number of modes

(c)

200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Intensity

1

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

Number of modes

Fig. 4. Validation of the statistical appearance models generated with the image-based and the mesh-based approaches: (a) compactness, (b) representation and (c)
generalization. Circles represent outliers.

Fig. 5. Representative case of mechanical behavior for original bone, bone recreated with image-based approach and bone reconstructed with mesh-based approach.
Mechanical properties (a) and maximum principal strain (b) visualized at mesh nodes and as a histogram for the three bones.
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Jacobian
Image-based
1000/1000

Mesh-based
861/1000
(a)
Edge Rao

0.40

Standard
Deviaon

0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20

Standard Deviation
[degree]

0.15
1.45

1.5

1.55

1.6

1.65

1.7

55

56

Average
(b)
Minimum Angle

11
10
9
8
51

52

53

54

Average [degree]
(c)
Image-based
Mesh-based
Fig. 6. Evaluation of the quality of the FE meshes generated from the statistical
appearance models: (a) Jacobian, (b) edge ratio and (c) minimum angle.

method (maxR2 = 0.92, minR2 = 0.84), both for the representation
dataset (Table 3(a)) and the generalization dataset (Table 3(b)).
3.3. Generation of new instances and mesh quality (Step 3)
For both approaches, we created 1000 new instances that covered 90% of the variation. The new bones were generated using
73 modes for the image-based approach and using 34 modes for
the mesh-based approach. All of the meshes generated with the
image-based approach had elements with positive Jacobian values,
whereas 139 meshes from the mesh-bases approach had elements
with a null or negative Jacobian (Fig. 6(a)). The elements of the FE
meshes from the image-based model had a more homogeneous
edge ratio than the FE meshes from the mesh-based model, both in
terms of mean and standard deviation (Fig. 6(b)). A similar behavior
was observed for the minimum angle (Fig. 6(c)).
3.4. Computational costs
In the image-based approach, the model was computed in the
order of hours, whereas in the mesh-based approach, the model
was created in the order of minutes. The creation of the new
instances required minutes for the image-based approach, whereas
it required seconds for the mesh-based approach (Table 2).
4. Discussion
In this study, we compared an image-based and a mesh-based
approach to create statistical appearance models of the femur for
mechanical simulations. The accuracy of correspondence detection
was higher for bone volume using the image-based approach and
it was higher for bone surface using the mesh-based approach.
The image-based approach reproduced intensities more accurately,
whereas the mesh-based approach reproduced shapes more accurately. In FE simulations, strains were predicted similarly for the

two approaches, and the mesh-based approach failed at creating
valid FE meshes for all instances.
Detection of anatomical landmarks constitutes the main challenge when building statistical models. In this study, we used
polyafﬁne diffeomorphic demons for image registration [38] and
a landmark-based approach for mesh morphing [39]. These two
algorithms represent the state of the art in the respective ﬁelds due
to their high computational efﬁciency and their available implementations for the femur. To create valid correspondences for
statistical models, the two algorithms must fulﬁll speciﬁc constraints. The image registration algorithm has to be diffeomorphic,
as it must produce deformation vector ﬁelds that are invertible for
the creation of new instances. The mesh morphing algorithm has
to guarantee the creation of meshes that are valid for FE simulations, while keeping accurate anatomical correspondences. Our
ﬁndings reﬂected the intrinsic properties of each algorithm. The
mesh morphing was initialized by surface landmarks, and the
surface mesh was back-projected to the target geometry at each
iteration for shape accuracy. Moreover, the internal node position
required smoothing to create high quality elements, compromising
correspondence accuracy. Image registration was based on correspondences among grey levels and had no constraints related to
the element quality or the object geometry. The evaluation of bone
correspondences was global. On the bone surface, the calculation
of correspondence accuracy was limited by the small amount of
anatomical features that were easily identiﬁable. In the bone volume, no precise morphological structures could be identiﬁed.
Performances of the statistical appearance models were a direct
consequence of the correspondence detection algorithms and the
characteristics of the models. The compactness of the statistical
appearance model was higher for the mesh-based approach, probably because the smoothing of node coordinates for element quality
decreased the variability described by the model. In both representation and generalization, the mesh-based model performed
better at recreating shapes because of the high accuracy of the mesh
morphing on the mesh surface. The image-based model performed
better at reproducing intensities, since it was not constrained by the
trade-off between element quality and correspondence accuracy.
The quality of the meshes created as new instances was higher for
the image-based approach, as meshes were created individually.
All of the elements had a positive Jacobian, similar edge ratio and
minimum angle, therefore they could be directly used for FE simulations, although direct comparison of the results would be limited.
For the mesh-based approach, more than 10% had null or negative
Jacobian, and elements had very diverse edge ratio and minimum angle, compromising the use for FE simulations in population
studies.
Implications of the two statistical appearance models on FE
results and FE mesh quality were determined by the intrinsic characteristics of the models and data processing. For both approaches,
we compared FE results of reconstructed bones to FE results of
common original bones. In contrast to previous studies [29,30], we
chose the original subjects’ CT datasets as original bones, instead
of images or meshes used to calculate PCA. This choice was made
in order to compare both models to the same dataset. As a consequence, strains from reconstructed bones did not fully predict
strains from the original bones. The reason for this discrepancy
might reside in interpolation. To build the image-based model,
intensities of the image dataset are warped to the reference bone
shape, where PCA is calculated. To create new instances, intensities
are ﬁrst assigned from the PCA to the reference bone shape, and
then warped to their corresponding new shape. Therefore, to
reconstruct a subject’s image, two warping processes must occur,
and thus two interpolations. In the mesh-based method, intensities
associated to meshes result from image interpolation at the mesh
nodes. New instances are created as meshes, where the intensities

Table 3
Comparison of principal strains of original bone against bones recreated with an image-based approach and a mesh-based approach for (a) the representation dataset and (b) the generalization datasets. Mean values and maximum
values refer to maximum principal strains (ε). Values of R2 represent the quality of regression for minimum and maximum principal strains for each method against the original bones. Missing values correspond to an invalid
FE mesh created by the mesh-based approach.
(a)
Representation dataset
No. bone
Mean strain (ε)
Original
Image-based
Mesh-based

3

4

5

6

7

417
401

437
387

460
432
614

470
448

428
464
534

495
449

3621
4386

4562
3708

4192
4592
4992

5113
5566

5315
6649
4705

5584
4464

R2
Image-based
Mesh-based
Neck strain mean (ε)
Original
Image-based

2

0.98

1196
1310

0.97

1310
1166

0.97
0.92

1322
1244

Mesh-based

0.98

1655
1686

0.96
0.94

1371
1921

1599

8

537
600
668

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

278
247
302

507
522
629

531
546

548
495
572

390
371
483

488
497

322
348

587
573
689

454
456

390
350
419

420
464

448
432

384
377
442

465
476

418
379

576
556

445
489

398
357
479

7915 3023
6773 2436
7919 3049

5774
6660
7068

5898
8266

5599
3381
3086

4567
5371
7486

4614
4611

2932
3733

5415
8580
7879

5033
6649

3496
3268
3775

4131
4518

4687
5275

4205
4186
4550

5310
5679

4842
3289

5755
5854

5422
6352

3619
3392
4523

0.96

1592
1378

9

0.98
0.91

0.95
0.94

0.97
0.95

1816
2023

715
730

1605
1757

2203

826

2169

1942

0.95

1608
1848

0.96
0.92

0.97
0.87

1612
1462

1135
1266

1587

1544

11

12

0.96

1338
1539

0.97

932
1045

0.92
0.84

1348
1681

0.93

1439
1653

2336

0.96
0.95

1013
1031

0.94

1227
1570

0.97

1244
1474

1280

0.95
0.95

1202
1383

0.95

1375
1695

0.96

1289
1022

0.93

1800
1739

0.93

1396
1711

1443

0.97
0.92

1278
1118
1378

(b)
Generalization dataset
No. bone
Mean strain (ε)
Original
Image-based
Mesh-based
Max strain ()
Original
Image-based
Mesh-based
R2
Image-based
Mesh-based
Neck mean strain (ε)
Original
Image-based
Mesh-based

1

2

404
425
513

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

357
383
373

579
529
670

458
422
567

438
425
492

329
300
369

453
439
542

396
405
516

402
394
508

421
345
431

378
391
473

516
474
489

401
455
541

397
447
565

465
475
595

417
394
512

386
398
434

437
437
540

370
349
418

422
437

541
585

352
360
431

274
310
391

420
391
524

317
291
375

4910 4894
3203 3736
3446 3161

7414
5168
7175

4831
4635
5920

4115
4524
4033

2786
3200
4052

5717
5271
6013

4773
4820
6174

4060
3556
5115

4100
3750
3752

4517
4582
4677

6341
5260
3978

4687
4063
3871

4898
5558
4380

5371
4453
8603

4474
3978
4753

4259
3545
3524

4974
5529
6437

4443
3279
2973

4558
4668

7540
5725

3525
3889
5027

3553
2992
4141

4598
4567
6010

4083
2946
3475

0.97
0.89

0.95
0.93

1399 1096
1426 1298
1735 944

0.92
0.92

1793
1726
2083

0.95
0.95

1409
1309
1740

0.95
0.93

1136
1534
1464

0.95
0.92

849
1102
1258

0.96
0.93

1461
1510
1854

0.97
0.96

1197
1378
1743

0.96
0.96

1131
1159
1516

0.94
0.93

1141
1083
1206

0.94
0.95

1169
1271
1562

0.97
0.87

1908
1629
1555

0.93
0.93

1222
1543
1937

0.94
0.93

1086
1482
1816

0.94
0.93

1661
1804
2170

0.97
0.92

1323
1294
1363

0.97
0.91

1138
1187
1316

0.96
0.91

1207
1418
1749

0.95
0.89

1151
1234
1326

0.96

1317
1628

0.94

1701
2032

0.94
0.91

1051
1259
1413

0.94
0.92

757
830
1146

0.96
0.96

1177
1209
1648
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Max strain (ε)
Original
Image-based
Mesh-based

1

0.94
0.91

1049
1029
1156

1633

1634
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do not represent the full information contained in the patients’ CT
images. Also in this case, interpolation is present in the process.
Interpolation can cause high intensity differences, especially
in transition areas between cortical bone, cancellous bone and
bone marrow: a difference of 50 Hounsﬁeld Units translate to a
difference of E = 1.13 GPa (from conversions used in this study).
Interpolation should be taken into account when evaluating strain
prediction against the original subjects’ CT images in patientspeciﬁc applications. Statistical appearance models could be a
valid approach to predict patient-speciﬁc mechanical behavior of
bones from CT Images [56]: given a model of shape and intensities
and predicted strains, it would be possible to predict strains for
any new subject’s CT image.
Finally, the two approaches showed remarkable differences in
terms of computational costs. The calculation of the model and the
creation of new instances required lower memory and time for the
mesh-based approach than for the image-based approach. Costs
to create the model can be critical for applications involving optimization procedures or real time prediction, but they are negligible
when compared to FE simulation costs.
To date, few studies have been proposed that combine statistical appearance models and FE simulation for femurs. Bryan et al.
[7,30] used a mesh-based approach to predict fracture risk within a
population. Data are not suitable to compare morphing results, but
model compactness and representation were close to our study.
Similarly, Nicolella et al. [29] created a mesh-based approach to
parameterize shape and mechanical properties of the femur. The
mesh-morphing algorithm had higher accuracy than ours on bone
surface. Comparison in bone volume is not possible as they considered bone density whereas we evaluated CT intensities. Finally,
Schuler et al. [9] created an image-based statistical appearance
model to assess fracture risk. They used diffeomorphic demons to
ensure the DVF invertibility, but they did not investigate the creation and quality of FE meshes, therefore no comparison could be
investigated.
The present work has limitations that must be addressed. First,
in this study we used algorithms that are considered state of the art
for registration and mesh morphing. We are aware that different
algorithms could be used for the same purpose and could potentially lead to different results. However, we believe that the use of
other algorithms would not compromise the conceptual ﬁndings of
this study. Invertibility for registration and compromise between
correspondence accuracy and element quality for mesh morphing
are unavoidable constraints. Second, the images we used to create
the models lacked calibrated CT intensity, which is a fundamental requirement for FE simulation. We addressed this limitation by
performing a pseudo-calibration.
The use of statistical models in biomechanics is relatively new
and there are many possibilities for its applications. Statistical
shape models are currently used to study bone geometry, and could
be used in biomechanics to investigate the impact of shape on
mechanical behavior for a ﬁxed Young’s modulus. Statistical intensity models could be used to investigate the impact of different
material properties given a ﬁxed bone shape. Statistical appearance
models could be useful to study the impact of combined variation
of shape and Young’s modulus in bone mechanical behavior, as
has been done for prediction of bone strength [28,29] and fracture
risk [9,30]. These models have great potential to investigate bone
mechanical behavior in synthetic populations. However, when
applied to patient–speciﬁc prediction of mechanical behavior,
model accuracy should be taken into account. In this study, we
found that the image-based approach is more accurate in volume
correspondence detection, recreation of FE displacements and
quality of FE mesh, whereas the mesh-based approach is more
accurate in surface correspondence detection, model compactness,
and creation of meshes with corresponding elements. Therefore,

based on our results, we recommend the use of image-based
statistical appearance model for FE simulations of the femur, as
it calculates more accurate mechanical properties and it creates
valid FE meshes.
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